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The UP200 and UP320 not only helps you to save space, but can also

save water through 6/3 litre dual flush operation. 

Built into a wall or duct, it is ideal for minimal space as access is gained

through the flush plate. This is placed on the front of the cistern on the

UP320 and front or top with the UP200. The UP320 can be fitted with the

latest flush plate designs of the Sigma range and the Bolero, Rumba,

Samba, Twist, Tango and Mambo. The UP200 can be fitted with the Artline

flush plate and Kappa range of flush plates. 

The flush plate is the only visible element of the system and many different

styles, colours and finishes are available to suit any bathroom design.

UP200 and UP320

■ 6 or 3 litre dual flush cistern

■ Impuls380, low noise side fill

valve (0.1-1 bar)

■ Detachable flush bend (UP320)

■ Brackets and fixings

■ Isolating servicing valve

■ Access through the removable

flush plate

Access to the concealed cistern via the
flush plate.
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■ 6 or 3 litre dual flush cistern

■ Impuls360 bottom fill valve 

(0.1-10 bar, 1/2" BSP connection)

■ Flush pipe can be cut 

down to fit

■ Top or front access

Geberit's low height concealed cisterns are especially designed to fit

even the smallest furniture units on the market and can operate as low

as 790mm. Designed with water saving in mind, the 6/3 litre dual flush

system can be operated by either a pneumatic or mechanical button

small enough to be discrete, but with excellent functionality. 

The easy to fit cistern can be accessed for maintenance simply through

the removable front panel of the furniture unit, or from the top via a

removable shelf.

Furniture Cisterns

Easy access to the cistern via the
removable front panel. Picture shows
pneumatic button.
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Access to the cistern via removable shelf.

Metal pneumatic finger push.

Plastic pneumatic palm push.

The AP123 offers a subtle, yet striking look to any bathroom with the 

6 litre single flush cistern hidden behind a wall. 

The cistern can be accessed from above, via a removable shelf, and utilises

Geberit's wide range of pneumatic flush buttons. These stylish buttons,

available in chrome and stainless steel, provide a minimalist alternative to

our extensive range of flush plates.

AP123

■ 6 litre single flush cistern

■ Impuls380, low noise side fill

valve (0.1-1 bar)

■ Flush pipe can be cut 

down to fit
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Concealed plumbing, 
unmistakable style.
We all like to express ourselves in our homes, to make a
haven where we can relax by imparting a little of our
personalities into the decoration and styling of rooms. 

This is especially important in the bathroom, a place with limited space where

you need the ability to feel comfortable and unwind. Geberit's range of

concealed cisterns maximise the space in even the smallest rooms, whilst

giving you the flexibility to create a classic style bathroom where you can feel

truly at home. Concealed systems retain the floor-standing WC look, but add

an extra contemporary dimension to the design of your bathroom by hiding

unsightly plumbing to create smooth, clean lines that contribute to a stunning

and understated bathroom.

Access all areas

Accessibility is not an issue with Geberit concealed cisterns. Maintenance can

be quickly and easily carried out through the wide range of flush plates

available, or by means of a removable shelf for cisterns without flush plates.

This means the decor in your bathroom need not be disturbed in the unlikely

event of any maintenance being required.
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Geberit Sales Ltd

PO Box 67

College Road

Aylesford

Kent ME6 9BX

Freephone: 0800 077 8365

Fax: +44 (0)1622 710 010

Literature: 0800 007 5133

Eire: +44(0)1622 717 811

www.geberit.co.uk

Flush plate design and 
colour options

WC Flush Buttons

A range of wc flush buttons are available for use

with Geberit’s range of Duofix WC frames and

concealed cisterns. These stylish buttons, in

chrome and stainless steel, provide a minimalist

alternative to our extensive range of flush plates.

Please refer to the Geberit Washroom and

Bathroom Systems Price List for product codes

and compatibility details.

Finger push dual
flush chrome or
metal*

Palm push dual
flush white or
chrome plastic

Palm push single
flush chrome
metal

Finger push single
flush chrome
metal

Finger push dual
flush chrome
plastic

Palm push single
flush white or
chrome plastic

Finger push single
flush stainless
steel metal

Infra-red Sensor
Flush stainless
steel or chrome
metal**

UP300 / UP320

White / gloss chrome / white ✓

White / gold plated / white ✓

White / matt chrome / ✓
matt chrome

Black / gloss chrome / black ✓

Gloss chrome / matt chrome / ✓
gloss chrome

Matt chrome / gloss chrome / ✓
matt chrome 

White ✓ ✓

Pergamon ✓

Black Ral 9005 ✓

Green Satinised ✓

Smoked Glass reflective ✓

White with ornament ✓

Gloss chrome ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓

Matt chrome ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓

Stainless steel ✓

UP200

Gloss chrome ✓ ✓ ✓

Matt chrome ✓ ✓ ✓

Gloss chrome/ ✓
structured chrome

Palladium ✓

Sigma10/20 Sigma50 Rumba* Tango* Mambo Samba* Twist* Bolero* 

Kappa20* Kappa50* Artline*

* Available in a variety of other colours please see our Washroom and Bathroom Sytems Price List.

* UP200 or low height cistern only.

** UP320 only.
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